Concurrent Event: “I AM PEACE” –
GAMIP Global Short Film Forum
Submissions deadline: July 15th

General Objective
Promote actions related to the construction of Culture(s) of Peace, in accordance with UN Resolution A - 53/243, as well as planning programs towards the creation of Ministries, Infrastructures of Peace and Defense of Human Rights.

Specific Objectives for Cultures of Peace in Action

1. Develop activities and raise awareness on Peace practices, movements and themes issues at government, social and academic level (linkages with youth, gender, ethnic groups, civil society requirements, etc.).
2. To link the field of building Cultures of Peace with Participatory Democracy, Citizenship and Defense of Human Rights.
3. To establish an ongoing summit component to include a Film Forum of GAMIP Film Media + Arts supported with a scholarship award for Youth voice and impact.
4. To elaborate a Report on the Conference proceedings including a collective Declaration and proposals of attendees as well as a concrete agenda on the next steps to be taken.

Related Gamip Events (to be updated monthly)

June 10th - July 2nd, 2022 & GAMIP Latin America & Caribbean and Association Answers for Peace (Argentina Course: Tools for applying Mediation in Dairy Conflicts
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c) June - August 2022. GAMIP ALC & Casa de Pax Cultura (Argentina) & Latin American Foundation Objective 16 (Argentina) Course: Restauratives Habilities for Building Culture(s) of Peace


PRE CONFERENCE PROGRAM (Virtual)

a) September 26th, 2022 - 09:00-12:00
Pre-Conference Program (Virtual)
Basic Orientation Course on GAMIP and its perspective on Peace Building.
Instructor: Paul Maillet (Canada)

b) September 27th, 14:00 -15:30
GAMIP World Short Film Forum: Georgina Galanis.
Screening Film Forum and discussion.

"I AM PEACE" Launch presentation and screening of the Film Forum, Georgina Galanis (USA), discussants and Film Directors, youth filmmaker Kasha Slavner

1. In Presential and Virtual format simultaneously. Previous activities on September 26th and 27th (virtual).
2. Institution responsible for Final Drafting and Publication: UPTC - Tunja.
3. See activities updated monthly by UPTC and GAMIP ALC.

October 2nd - Arrival of attendees and delegates, Transfer Bogotá - Tunja UPTC buses

PROGRAM START

DAY 1 - October 3rd / Opening Day. Summit begins

Morning

● 09:00-16:00 Registration of delegates.
● 09:00-12:00 - Meeting of the Summit planning committee and volunteers.

(In person) / Meeting Room - Faculty of Law - UPTC

Coordinator: Alicia Cabezudo / Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa

○ Summit Planning Meeting / Final Program Review
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• Volunteer Meeting / Instructions for Volunteers and Translators
• Assignment of Interpreters
• Assignment of names in small groups for luncheons
• Tour of the spaces to be used during the Summit: amphitheaters, meeting rooms, dining room.

12:30-14:00 Lunch (at UPTC Mensa)

Afternoon

14:00-15:15 Opening of the GAMIP - UPTC Summit

- Welcome by UPTC authorities, members of the GAMIP Board of Directors, and representatives of the Youth. (Ose Irene (President of Gamip); Oscar Ramirez (Rector UPTC), Enrique Vera (Vice Rector of Research UPTC), Leonel Vega (Dean Faculty of Law UPTC); Luis Bernardo Díaz (General Coordinator of the Summit UPTC and Director of the Master in Human Rights). Winner Ogogo / Foreign Youth Representative; Latin American Youth Representative, Colombian Youth Representative.
- GAMIP. Introduction to the Culture of Peace: Peaceful Interaction / Evelyn Voigt -GAMIP / Canada.
- Presentation of the FILM FESTIVAL / Carol Colmenares - Kasha Slavner
- Presentation of the Banner of Peace / Estela Tustanovsky - GAMIP ALC and Casa de la Pax Cultura / Argentina.
- Details of the Program and Methodology / Areas of work / schedules and general information about the University. Danilo Mejía / UPTC and Elieth Zeledón / GAMIP ALC.

15:15-19:00 Tables / Workshops

TABLE - WORKSHOP I / WORKSHOP I - BUILDING CULTURES OF PEACE
TABLE - WORKSHOP II / WORKSHOP II - EDUCATION
TABLE - WORKSHOP III / WORKSHOP III - HUMAN RIGHTS 1
TABLE - WORKSHOP IV / WORKSHOP III - HUMAN RIGHTS 2

Cultural presentation. Colombian Music / School of Arts – UPTC
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D A Y 2 - October 4th

Morning
08:00 - 15:00 Continued Registration of participants

9:00 - 11:00 Morning plenary session / Moderator Estela Tustanovsky - GAMIP ALC

- Keynote Speaker. Defining Guest
- Keynote Speaker. Defining Guest
- Keynote Speaker "What UPTC does in the field of Peace and Human Rights". Programs / Courses / Field Activities / Projects. Dr. Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa - UPTC

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break and integration of participants.

11:30 - 13:00

- Education for Cultures of Peace and Action. Anita Yudkin (UNESCO Chair / University of Puerto Rico)
- PANEL: Cultures of Peace and Youth Action. Youth representatives: Representative of UNOY Latin America and África (Nigeria, Cameroon), Kasha Slavner activist of Generation Z (Canada) / Representatives of Latin American youth and youth groups.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch Break

Afternoon

14:00 - 16:45 Tables / Workshops

MESA - TALLER V / WORKSHOP V - JUSTICE

TABLE - WORKSHOP VI / WORKSHOP VI - SOVEREIGNTY

TABLE - WORKSHOP VII / WORKSHOP VII - CONFLICTS - RESOLUTION CONFLICT

TABLE - WORKSHOP VIII / WORKSHOP VIII - ENVIRONMENT - DIVERSITY

- 17:00 - 19.00 Cultural events - Festival - Films - Music (Coordinated by Luisa Álvarez - UPTC)
- Screening of the Film Forum
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DAY 3 - October 5th

Morning
8:00 - 9:15 – “I AM PEACE”, Projection of Film Forum and Youth Coffee for Peace

9.15 - 12.00

TABLE WORKSHOP IX - WORKSHOP VIII - BIOETHICS

ROUND TABLE WORKSHOP X - WORKSHOP X - SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

WORKSHOP XI - WORKSHOP XI - COMMUNICATIONS and PEACE

ROUND TABLE WORKSHOP XII - WORKSHOP XII / OMBUDSMAN - NEW JUSTICE ALTERNATIVES

12:00 - 13:30 LUNCH  Open groups

Afternoon
13:30-15:30
Summary of main ideas and proposals of each WORKSHOP - TABLE

15:30-17:00 Plenary session

Moderators Federico Sanri - UPTC and Alicia Cabezudo - GAMIP ALC
  • Brief report of each WORKSHOP / TABLE

17:00 -18:00 Final Conclusions / Reading of the Final Document GAMIP 2022

18:00 - 19:00 Cultural events (Coordinated by Luisa Álvarez).
  • Film Forum (online) - Screenings and youth panel discussion hosted by Kasha Slavner G. in Z, activist.
  • “I AM PEACE” film screening Sunset screening and fireside chat (Georgina Galanis).

19:00 - 22:00 - Evening Banquet (Coordination Luisa Alvarez / UPTC)
  • Highlights of a possible General Summit Media and Social Media Release.

DAY 4 - October 6th  GAMIP INTERNAL MEETING and FUTURE PLANNING

08:00 - 9:00 Peace Café “I AM PEACE” Screening and talk moderated by Ana Sáenz and Prof. Antonio Parra

9:00-12:00 Organization of GAMIP, Countries and Regional Chapters. Moderator: Prince Ose Irene & Paul Maillet –
Brief presentations by GAMIP Chapters and country representatives: Latin American & Caribbean Chapter, European Chapter, Canada, Cameroon, etc. Description of the activities of the Regional Chapters. Presentations of ongoing activities.

- Small groups by regions or countries. Discussion coordinated by one Moderator and one Secretary.
- Possibilities of Joint projects and programs between UPTC, GAMIP International and GAMIP ALC, and others.

12:00 - 13:30 - Closing of the Summit.

Prince Ose Irene GAMIP Int. / Marta Paillet GAMIP ALC and UPTC Representative.

- Reading of the SUMMIT Declaration
- Farewell to attendants

15.00 - 18.00 pm - Departure to Bogota.

- Tour through Boyacá / Cundinamarca regions.
- Lodging in hotels in Bogota.

**October 7th - DAY 5** Visit to Congress / Press Conference

**Morning**

10:00 - 11:30 am. Visit to Congress and meeting with Deputies / Senators

- Meeting with Colombian parliamentarians, representatives of the Chambers and Official Peace Commissions.
- Presentations: Dean of the Faculty of Law, Dr. Leonel Antonio Vega Pérez, Paul Maillet GAMIP Int. (Canada) / Gloria Oqueli (Honduras)/ GAMIP ALC and Marta Paillet (Argentina) / GAMIP ALC. Prince Ose Osereme GAMIP President (Nigeria).

11:30 - 13:00 pm

- Press Conference / Attendance of special guests Presentation by UPTC and GAMIP. SUMMIT Conclusions and Declaration

**Afternoon**

13:00 - 14:30 pm

Sightseeing tour of downtown and old Bogota.

**END OF GAMIP 2022 SUMMIT**
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